How the T.M Help you in Every Situation?
When Wallace wants to know when he dies, or go back to meet King Henry VIII, the T.M is
right at his fingertips. This remarkable contraption (Invented by Darcie Gould) will help
any curious mind know the answer to whatever they set their mind to. Would YOU like to
know how it works? Then read on...

How it Works...
When Wallace wants to prevent his broken leg, he activates his T.M device. To get in, he
places his fingerprint on the lock which only recognises Wallace’s finger. Suddenly, the
door opens and Wallace steps in. As a result, when Wallace looks around watching machine
turns on, he sees that his Mystery Survivor Box is empty. Wallace sits down on the comfy,
heated chair and himself in. Additionally, Wallace dials what day he wants, what month he
wants, what year he wants, what place he wants and what time he wants, in to the large foil
covered dialler with over 40 buttons on! Then Wallace pushes the big purple button (on
the dialler), double checks the straps are on-WARNING! NEED SRAPS ON FOR SAFTYlooks out of the window, which shows where he is going and a rather small, bumpy ride
approaches. Suddenly,

a light covered in blue tissue

paper starts to flicker,

whilst making a quite pinging

sound, like a

microwave. At the same time, a

large TV turns on to

reveal a small countdown. The

TV shows that the T.M

had decided on a time limit that

Wallace can spend

saving his leg (in this situation).

But normally the T.M

wants to wait for 3 days, 17 hours

and 15 minutes. At this point, Wallace is steadily walking to the back of the T.M. Then,
curiously, Wallace opens the Mystery Survivor Box. Wallace grabs his backpack, covered in
sequins and colourful patterns, and puts the ‘useful’ object inside. Urgently, Wallace sets of
to save himself from breaking his leg (in this case). Before Wallace steps out of the T.M a
small watch appears on Wallace’s wrist, on the watch 3 days, 17 hours and 13 minutes show
after finding his past on the trampoline in the back yard, and saved himself. To get himself
home, all Wallace needs to do is press the big purple button (again) receives a small, bumpy
ride and the light, covered in blue tissue paper, flickers and makes a pinging sound like a
microwave. This final process is repeated over and over. Every time Wallace wants to

stop himself from doing silly things he repeats his process until he stops doing silly
things! WARNING! IF GREEN SURFACE OF LIGHT TURNS FROM GREEN TO
ORANGE OR REDGIVE T.M TAMED ELECTRONS BEFORE USING. TO TAME
ELECTRONS PUT WRE IN A POT FOR OVER.WEEK!

